The Focus of the May 8th Prayer Conference Call

How great is our God!
•

Bishop Bobby Holmes Isaiah 63:7 Amp.
The Lord provided a rainbow as he held back the down pour of rain, as the Gate
Keepers stood in unity on the west lawn of the U.S. Capitol with one goal to show
forth the glory of God. They prayed for revival to be released upon our nation.

•

Apostle John Drew - Psalms 62:5
Our expectation is in the Lord, the NDP was a tremendous success and the wave
of his power flowed over the assembly. God did exceedingly and abundantly
beyond what we could imagine.

“The stage was set at the pre – gathering” says Bishop Bobby Holmes; the rain
was prophetic as the presence of God’s spirit was felt among the participants. The
young people were given a valuable place in the NDP. They were anointed with
excellence in song and dance. Led by Spirit Wings and the BOSS Movement, God’s
awesomeness was shared with the assembly on the Capitol grounds. Immanuel Church
worship team, Vine Song and the NDP Mass Choir filled the atmosphere with praise
and worship to our King. Faith was confirmed in the Gate Keepers . The excitement was
contagious among the assembly. “Victory is apparent. Joy, peace, comfort and rest
was upon the participants” says Apostle John Drew. “The hand of God brought forth the
assurance of His presence and the Gate Keepers lead the way into His rest. (Heb 4:19)”
says Pastor Angeloyd Fenrick. The battle is not ours but the Lord’s. We anticipate the
release of God’s power in the Capital Region.
A solid foundation was laid for future NDP events. The Capitol grounds were
made holy and praises went forth as each group in harmony lifted up the name of
Jesus. Leaders representing many nations worshiped together and declared the
sovereignty of God over the Nation after a procession orchestrated by Kaye Williams
prepared the way. Through prayer the heart and the mind of God is received and
preparation is made to walk in victory. Preparation produces competence; competence
produces confidence; confidence produces courage; and courage produces
persistence. The all night prayers have brought forth fruit.
A “word” was given by Pastor Angeloyd Fenrick – the Lord will send his Holy
Spirit in waves just as the rain came in waves on the NDP.
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